
JAX Parent Code of Conduct Swimmer’s Name(s):       

The JAX Parent Code of Conduct is intended to help create a supportive environment for our swimmers and 
coaches so that every athlete can achieve his or her full potential. JAX parents shall act in a manner that is a credit 
to JAX, and serve as positive role models by adhering to the following policies: 

1. JAX parents will encourage their child(ren) to swim for fun and personal improvement. JAX parents will 
place the emotional and physical well-being of their child(ren) ahead of any personal ambitions. JAX 
parents will applaud their child’s efforts, and will emphasize the positive. JAX parents will guide their 
child(ren) in following the Swimmer Code of Conduct. 

2. JAX parents will support their child(ren) and the team by observing practices, cheering at meets, 
participating in team events, volunteering, paying dues and other incurred expenses on time, and 
fundraising for the team. Parents will stay engaged and involved by checking the team website, reading 
team emails, attending team meetings, and talking with their swimmers and the coaches. 

3. JAX parents will monitor their child(ren) outside of designated practice times. Swimmers who are at 
practice early or stay late must be supervised by a responsible adult, and must remain in designated 
areas.  

4. JAX parents will respect and cooperate with coaches, board members, team members, opponents, 
facility staff, spectators, and officials at all times. JAX parents will refrain from using vulgar or offensive 
language or gestures. JAX parents will use electronic media only for forms of positive communication, 
and will follow the JAX Electronic Communication Policy. 

5. JAX parents, through their actions and conduct, will exhibit good sportsmanship and encourage their 
children to do the same at all times. JAX parents respect the integrity of swim officials by assuming 
decisions are based on honest, objective evaluations of performance.  Only coaches may approach 
meet officials. 
 

6. JAX parents recognize that coaches are professionals and allow them to coach without interference. 
JAX parents leave coaching to the coaches and respect all coaching decisions such as practice group 
assignments, meet entries, training focus, etc. JAX parents will refrain from interrupting coaches during 
practice and meets. Coaches are available to talk by email, phone, or a scheduled meeting time.   

7. JAX parents will not use, sell, distribute or have any other involvement of any kind with tobacco 
products, alcohol, any other illegal substances or drugs, in view of any of the swimmers during a swim 
meet or practice. JAX parents will remember that swimming is for the child(ren) and not the parents. 

8. JAX parents will bring any issues or concerns to the coach’s or board’s attention quickly and not gossip 
or let problems fester. JAX parents with a concern related to any coach or official should discuss the 
concern with the athlete’s coach privately and in a professional manner. If the matter is not resolved, 
the issue should be brought to the attention of the Head Coach or a Board member. If the response is 
unsatisfactory, a JAX parent may submit a formal written, signed and dated statement to the JAX Board 
of Directors. The Board president is authorized to create a panel of 3 Board members who, in their 
discretion, will review the matter and make a decision that is final and cannot be appealed. 

Any violation of this code will be brought to the attention of the Board of Directors, which will issue the 
appropriate response. This response could include one or more of the following: verbal or written reprimand, 
probation, or temporary/permanent suspension. 

I have read, understand, and agree to abide by the the JAX Parent Code of Conduct. 

              

Parent/Guardian’s Signature  Parent/Guardian’s Printed Name  Date 


